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9 million+
monthly visitors

Millions of buyers trust the
Gartner Digital Markets network
of sites to find and compare
software to meet their business
needs. Collecting user reviews
to showcase on your business’s
Digital Markets spotlight page is
an effective way to maximize that
exposure to potential customers
and grow your business.
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The power of reviews on
Gartner Digital Markets
Reviews are an effective way to boost your business’s reputation and
reach more software buyers. Reviews published on Digital Markets
sites will catch the eye of the millions of visitors who trust the 1 million
verified reviews and ratings we share across our network.

Reviews by the Numbers

66%

of software buyers
report that reviews
significantly impacted
their purchase decision

85%

of buyers trust online
reviews as much as a
personal recommendation

71%

of software buyers focus
only on reviews written
within the past six months

How reviews can impact your bottom line
Customer reviews are an integral part of the software buying
process, with two-thirds of software buyers reporting that reviews
significantly impacted their purchasing decision. On average, 85% of
buyers trust online reviews as much as a personal recommendation.
When researching software options, buyers look for a variety of
reviews. Presenting reviews that vary in length and content helps
you gain buyers’ trust and validate your brand. The number of
reviews published for your software is also important. We’ve found
that products listed on Digital Markets sites with 50 or more reviews
can increase pay-per-click (PPC) conversion rates by 4.6%.

Customers want
to read at least 10
reviews before making
a software purchase.
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Software buyers trust
recent reviews
While the number of reviews matters, so does their timing.
Software products evolve quickly and buyers want to read reviews
that showcase recent feedback. Software Advice found that 71%
of software buyers focus only on reviews written within the past
six months when determining their options. Review recency is
becoming so important that we’ve noticed companies now hire
customer service representatives specifically to request, collect
and manage customer reviews. Collecting new reviews on a regular
basis also gives your business a greater opportunity to stand out
against your competition. In a recent survey, BrightLocal found that
a whopping 73% of consumers think reviews older than three months
are no longer relevant.

PPC clients with recent
reviews can get up to
67% more traffic and 75%
more leads than those
without reviews.
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Requesting reviews: The basics
Getting more online reviews can pay off big for your business. We
recommend that businesses think of their user reviews as always-on
advertising — let the voice of your customers sell your software for
you. Keep these tips in mind while requesting reviews and you’ll be on
your way to a strong online reputation.
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Ask the Right Way
Remind customers that a review is a chance to impact the
future of your product and share their experience with other
software buyers. Let them know that reviews are important to
your business and that you value their time and feedback. A
little appreciation goes a long way.

Embrace Constructive Feedback
Avoid limiting your review requests to only your happiest
customers. As it turns out, even negative reviews can impact
your business in a positive way. We’ve found that more than
half of software buyers trust a product more if it has a few
negative reviews. Don’t shy away from asking all of your
customers for reviews.

Start a Conversation
Think of review collection as a customer service tactic.
Reach out to customers to check in on their experience with
your product and ask them for an honest assessment. You’ll
find many customers are happy to share their feedback and
recommend your product if you simply ask.
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All of the reviews published across
our sites undergo a robust Reviews
Qualification Assurance (QA)
process. To learn more about how we
assess and qualify reviews click here.
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Follow these effective techniques
for requesting reviews:
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Create regular,
dedicated email
campaigns
for requesting
reviews to collect
a consistent
stream of recent
reviews of
your product

Share quotes
from reviews on
social media, and
ask your followers
to leave reviews
by linking to your
profile or review
form
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Add your
Reviews Badge
to help potential
customers easily
find and read
your reviews

Post content on
your blog about
the importance
of reviews and
testimonials, and
be sure to link to
your own reviews
to encourage
feedback
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Add “Leave a
review of [Product
Name]” to your
email signature
linked to your
review form

Host special
promotions to
generate urgency
and excitement
from your users to
collect new reviews
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Add a section in
your newsletter
to request that
customers
leave reviews or
showcase recent
reviews

Take Action
Grab your
custom review
form link within
your Vendor
Portal to share
with your
customers
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Review collection made easy
Gartner Digital Markets has helped more than 10,000 software
solutions build a powerful reputation with our incentivized review
campaigns. Take advantage of our no-cost Review Collection
Service to give your profile a boost with user reviews.

Features focused on your needs:
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“Forever” campaigns
We’ll provide you with a personalized review collection page
that never expires. Share your review collection page with
your users and collect reviews anytime. Plus your first 100
verified reviewers will receive a gift card on us.*

Success toolkit
Use our easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions on how to
get the most out of your campaigns. Everything you need to
execute a successful review collection campaign from sales
support to social media tiles and effective tracking resources
is available for your use.

Dedicated reviews consultant
Your success is our success, and we are here for you
every step of the way. If you need any assistance at all,
you dedicated reviews consultant is a call away.
* Review Collection Service is included for all software products with listings
on Gartner Digital Markets. There is never a cost to participate. We distribute
and pay for the gift card incentives associated with your reviews campaign.
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Get Reviews Now

“The reviews collection program
could not have been easier or
more appealing — a win-win for
us and our clients. We collected
very detailed reviews of our system
and learned a lot, and our clients
received something in return.”
Motti Stenge
General Manager, Patient Communicator
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Promoting your reviews:
How to maximize impact
Leverage blogs:
Blogs are a great way to share customer reviews and explain why they
matter to your business. Consider adding posts about reviews to your
content schedule on a regular basis. Share those posts regularly in
your client newsletter to improve reach.

Follow these blogging best practices to boost
your review engagement:
Get to the point. Don’t clutter posts with other calls to actions
that can take traffic away from review submissions. To get more
conversations started keep posts short and sweet.
Write posts regularly. After getting new reviews, share key
learnings or your experience on how reviews impact your
business, which may also benefit your customers. Add
“Reviews” as a tag on your blog to ensure related posts are
easily discoverable.
Link to your spotlight pages. Add your reviews badge to
your blog and website so interested customers can read your
reviews at any time, and leave their own feedback. Badges
are also helpful trust elements and drive more backlinks on
your blog.
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More ways to maximize impact
Share on social media
Social media is a great place to highlight how your product has
helped your customers. An easy way to get started is to share recent
reviews and directly ask for more feedback with your reviews form
link. This is also a great way to share any special review promotions
you’re providing at the moment.

Get started on top social sites for B2B marketing:
Twitter: Your feedback has a direct impact on (product).
Take 5 minutes and review us on Capterra: (your review link)
Facebook: Help your peers by leaving a review of (product) on
GetApp. Share your thoughts: (your review link)
LinkedIn: You can help prospective buyers by writing a review
of (product) on Software Advice! Just follow this link: (your
review link)

Keep these tips in mind:
Schedule multiple posts. Schedule posts over a set time
period. Try different messages across several social media
channels to see what generates the most engagement.
Be strategic. Post during the days of the week and times of
day that your customers are most active online. To find that
out, look at past posts and see what dates and times earned
the highest social media engagement.
Use images. Visual content is an important tactic to improve
reach on social media.
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Leverage your reviews:
Show off your Reviews Badge
Another easy way to leverage your reviews is to simply share
them with your audience. Pick up your User Reviews Badge from
your Vendor Portal, available after collecting at least one review.
The badge is a great asset to build social proof on your homepage,
website footers, business blog and your team’s email signatures.

Follow these simple steps to use your
reviews badge:
1.

Visit your “Reviews” tab in your Vendor Portal

2. Click “Claim Badges” tab
3. Select your product and click “Copy Embed Code”
4. Copy and paste your custom code into your website’s source code
5. Your badge will be listed on your website and will auto-update to
show your overall rating
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Gartner Digital Markets is the world’s premier source for software vendors to connect with
in-market buyers, through research, reviews and lead generation. Digital Markets comprises
the three leading B2B software search websites — Capterra, GetApp and Software Advice —
serving more than 9 million monthly visitors from around the globe.
We’re proud to partner as a quality, high-volume lead source for more than 40,000 software
products. Discover what we can do for your business.
gartnerdigitalmarkets.com
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